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If you are moving from state to state, hiring one of the most efficient and dependable of long
distance movers in your region is only one amongst the preparations. There are other things as well
that should be kept in mind to avoid blunders and regrets later on.

Borrowed and lent stuff:

The exercise should ideally begin with doing away with everything obsolete/ unwanted/ borrowed.
You should also start collecting back whatever items you might have lent so far. Leaving these to
the last moment may make you end up being a victim of forgetfulness.

Room-wise Inventory list

The next to do in the list should be to prepare an inventory list that's supposed to be moved by the
long distance movers. It is suggested to make this list room wise. The inventory list should include
all the appliances along with their models & serial numbers.

Change of address with vendors/ utility companies

Somethings that should never be procrastinated while moving from state to state include the change
of your address. Do not forget to apply for change of address with the Post Office, Insurance
Company, Phone company and all the other utility services, including but not limited to electricity,
water and gas connection provider, well in time. Give your full address to the long distance movers
entrusted with the responsibility of shifting your home/ office.

Utility connections

On the day of shifting, arrange to disconnect all the telephone, water, electricity and gas
connections from the site of old house/office. Arrange to get all these connections fixed at the new
location on the day or before you move in. Along with the connection, get fixed all appliances,
decorative chandeliers and rest of the electrical items that you wish to take along.

Documents

At last but never the least, make a note of all the important documents, including certificates,
registrations, agreements, deeds,  contracts, medical records, school records, military records etc.
that you must move very carefully. It is suggested to make copies of these documents and place the
original at a safe location.   Keep the copies with you at a safe location.

In the end, the preparations of moving the house/ office should ideally begin about one to two
months in advance. This will ensure that your moving from state to state  does not give life a jerky
start over.
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